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    ABSTRACT

Background: Influenza surveillance in recent decades in Taiwan showed that major
virus isolates were A/Hong Kong/68-like (H3N2), A/England/42/72-like (H3N2),
A/Taiwan/1/86 (H1N1), A/Texas/36/91-like (H1N1), A/Taiwan/112/96 (H1N1), and
A/Taiwan/118/96 (H1N1) based on passive virologic surveillance before l999.

Materials and Methods: To prevent the potential public health threat of a newly
emerged influenza A strain like H5N1 in Hong Kong, seven surveillance systems have
been established in Taiwan, including severe case reporting, sentinel physician, contract-
laboratory, poultry market, domestic avian, wild bird and pig surveillance since l999.
Scientific exchanges and possible public health actions are discussed in regular meetings
during the winter season.

Results: The isolation rates of influenza A virus were higher among ducks than chickens
in both domestic avian and market surveillance systems.  Ten subtypes of influenza A
virus can be found in the migrating wild birds which may serve as reservoir for the
genetic and antigenic changes of the virus. H6 subtype was isolated from both wild birds
and market surveillance systems. Pig surveillance found that H3 occurred more in winter
whereas H1 appeared predominantly in summer. Human virologic surveillance also
demonstrated summer and winter peaks. Market surveillance in Taipei showed H6, H4,
and H3 subtypes isolated from ducks only. Sentinel physician surveillance experience
has taught us the importance to involve local clinics, particularly in farm areas. The
traditional passive physician reporting surveillance provided limited information and it
was replaced by severe case reporting.  Most Taiwan elder physicians did not like to
report influenza even after implementation of direct electric reporting through
worldwideweb system.  More modern technology will be applied to increase the
timeliness and representativeness of influenza surveillance for preparing future
pandemics.

Conclusion: Integrating of animal and human influenza surveillance systems in the
highest population density in Taiwan serves the best model in the efforts of global
influenza surveillance to detect activities of newly emerged influenza virus strains
through several channels.
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INTRODUCTION

Pandemic influenza, caused by influenza A virus due to reassortment of eight
segmented viral genes from different species into a mixing vessel host like pigs or
direct interspecies transmission of the virus from domestic animals to humans, has
arisen global public health significance [1].  In addition, influenza is responsible for
respiratory morbidity, hospitalization and mortality during epidemic season
worldwide [2-4]. The impact of the next influenza A pandemic was estimated as
89,000–207,000 deaths, 314,000-734,000 hospitalized cases, 18-42 million clinical
visits, 20-47 million additional ill people and 71-166 billion American dollars social
disruption [5]. Therefore, surveillance is the most effective public health prevention
and control strategy by providing early detection of an epidemic, defining high risk
populations in that year, investigating magnitude and distribution of severe cases,
identifying the current circulating subtypes of the virus, finding out the possibility
of antigenic shift of the influenza A virus, searching for origin of the newly
emergent/re-emergent virus, and developing vaccine for immunization program [6-
9].

  Surveillance is the continued watchfulness over the distribution and trends of
incidence through the systematic collection, consolidation, and evaluation of
morbidity and mortality reports and other relevant data such as risk or preventive
factors [10]. Public health surveillance has direct responsibility for control activities
and can be distinguished from epidemiologic surveillance, which focuses mainly on
epidemiologic research. In general, public health professionals at local,
state/provincial, national and international levels regularly analyze surveillance data
and use these valuable information for taking appropriate actions [11-14].  Effective
disease control and prevention programs depend primarily on sensitive and
representative surveillance systems to detect infectious disease problem early
enough to take an immediate action [15].  In particular, influenza surveillance
requires close collaboration both at different levels of health system within a country
and  among countries in order to take immediate global efforts to prevent pandemic.
Global surveillance for pandemic influenza has involved 110 designated National
Influenza Centers in 80 countries since it was established in l947 [16]. In addition,
influenza surveillance in Japan has emphasized on acute encephalitis and
encephalopathy [17,18].  In the United States, the numbers of excess pneumonia
death have been monitored each year [19] and the Department of Defense even asks
overseas laboratories to collect influenza virus isolates actively from the South
America countries and Thailand [20,21].  In Canada, flu watch surveillance has been
established [22]. In Israel, sentinel clinics, which involve family physicians and
pediatricians, have provided the best influenza surveillance data [23]. In German,
similar sentinel networks of primary care physicians showed its effectiveness in the
early detection of influenza epidemics [24]. In Chile, a percentage of emergency
room (ER) visits due to respiratory causes from adults over the total number of ER
visits in sentinel hospitals have been collected to monitor weekly influenza
morbidity data for trend analysis [25]. However, most worldwide surveillance
systems of influenza have had primarily more efforts in human cases but few of
them integrated with animal influenza surveillance systems for fully understanding
the ecology, evolution and mechanisms contributing to the emergence of virulent
influenza A viruses.
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   Taiwan is located in a subtropical area of the South East Asia with an extremely
high population density in most urban areas, particularly the capital City of Taipei.
Therefore, respiratory infections including influenza have their public health
priority. The motivation to improve infectious disease surveillance systems in this
area has drawn more attention since a large-scale epidemic of enterovirus 71
occurred in Taiwan in l998.  On the other hand, frequent travels of Taiwanese to
Hong Kong, mainland China and other South East Asian countries, where origins of
several pandemics of flu in the past had been documented, have resulted in an
impetus to watch influenza A virus activities by establishing sensitive,
representative and integrated surveillance systems.  Furthermore, the epidemic of
influenza A (H5N1) in Hong Kong in l997 [26] and the finding of human H9N2
isolates in China and Hong Kong in l999 [27,28] imply the wide spread of influenza
A viruses in Asian poultry.  Under these circumstances of potential public health
threats, we become the first country to integrate all seven influenza surveillance
systems, including both human and animal surveillance, before the epidemic season
in l999-2000.  This report is to describe the strengths and weaknesses of each
influenza surveillance system with more emphasis on our valuable experiences in
elements of success and failure and future efforts.

              MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Influenza Surveillance Systems in Taiwan before 1998

Three major influenza surveillance systems had been operated from l970s till l998,
including human virologic surveillance at national level, domestic avian surveillance
in central Taiwan and swine flu surveillance in the Institute of Pig Research in Miaoli.
Unfortunately, few exchange of influenza A virus activities and data analysis between
animal and human influenza surveillance systems were implemented in regular basis,
similar to most other countries. In addition, influenza reporting data were passively
collected each week, month and summary data were compiled annually and published
in Chinese Epidemiology Bulletin before l998.  However, most Chinese physicians
did not like to report influenza and about two to three sentinels located in Taipei sent
regular respiratory specimens each month for virologic identification [29]. On the
other hand, local Health Centers and Bureaus obtained infectious disease morbidity
and mortality data passively and three different organizations (Bureau of
Communicable Disease, National Institute of Preventive Medicine and National
Quarantine Service) were responsible for the final infectious disease surveillance
report before the large-scale epidemic of enterovirus 71 exploded all over Taiwan in
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the summer of l998.   The Center for Disease Control was initiated to combine all
above three organizations after the epidemic of l998 to increase the efficiency of
infectious disease surveillance and health policy.  Therefore, several better
surveillance systems, including severe case reporting, sentinel physician reporting
and virologic laboratory reporting systems for human influenza cases were re-
evaluated since then.

In animal influenza A surveillance, both pig and avian influenza surveillance
systems were mainly seroepidemiologic oriented although several virus strains of
influenza A were isolated sometimes [30, 31].  The pig surveillance collected nasal
swabs from collaborated pig farms. The avian flu surveillance, a passive system,
regularly diagnozed such as Newcaslte disease etc. among sick chickens and ducks.
In addition, influenza A viruses were seldom isolated from organs of wild birds rather
than selected sites of migrating birds.

B. Systematic Changes in Influenza Surveillance Process

   Because the elderly are at greater risk for influenza-related complications and the
numbers of elderly persons have been increasing rapidly in recent years, systematic
approaches to improve current human flu surveillance become necessary in Taiwan.
The transmission of H5N1 influenza viruses to humans resulted 6 fatal cases out of 18
infected persons has raised the important roles of chickens as an intermediate host for
human infection [26,28]. Furthermore, the isolation of H9N1 influenza viruses from
humans in mainland China and Hong Kong again re-illustrates the most effective
surveillance systems should involve animal reservoir or intermediate hosts together
with human surveillance systems [27,28]. Taiwan has more than 100,000
businessmen and travelers to visit Hong Kong and China each year.  The gene pools
of influenza A viruses among migrating birds and domestic avian species in Asia
have had few available information.  Therefore, seven different surveillance systems
of influenza A had been established since l998-l999.

1. Wild Bird Virologic Surveillance
Feces of wild birds including residential and migratory birds were monthly

collected in several bird roosting areas distributed all over Taiwan main island (the
south, central, east, west, and north) and Kinmen isolated islet during seasonal
months when birds (wild water fowls) flying into Taiwan. Systematic stratified
sampling by 30 ducks per group and 1-2 groups were collected in each surveillance
sites [32].  In addition, cloacal swabs of banded birds were also obtained. These
samples were directed inoculated to 10-day-old embryonated chicken eggs for
isolation of influenza virus.  Subtyping of hemaglutinnin (H antigen) was tested by
using the standard serum samples obtained from Dr. Hiroshi Kida, Hokkaido
University, Japan and Dr. D. J. Alexander in NCVL, England .  Sequences analysis of
H5 and H7 subtypes were analyzed for possible accumulated basic amino acids
contributing to virulence of the virus.

2. Domestic Avian Flu. Surveillance
  Sick domestic avians were sent to Dr. Happy Shieh’s laboratory at the Dept. of
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Veterinary Medicine at the National Chung-Hsing University, Taichung, Taiwan.  The
virus was further isolated, identified and sequenced using the primer sets designed
based on the local Taiwan avian sequence data bank [33].

3. Market Avian Virologic Surveillance
  With the consultation and technical guidance from Dr. R. Webster, we initiated a

market avian virologic surveillance system at the College of Public Health, National
Taiwan University and selected a large whole sale market located in Taipei where live
chickens, ducks, and geese came from different parts of Taiwan were sold each day.
Feces of white chickens, brown chickens, black-bone chickens, and ducks were
collected early in the morning once each week from Nov. l999-June 2000 [34].

4. Swine Flu Surveillance
  Both serologic and virologic surveillance systems were employed to monitor the

virus activity at the Pig Research Institute in MiaoLi, Taiwan. Trachea samples were
collected from pigs manifested respiratory symptoms/signs to obtain more flu A virus
isolates besides nasal swabs since l998.  Six sentinel sites included two pig farms
with about 4000-5000 pigs in each area distributed in Northern (TaoYuan, MiaoLi),
Central (Taichung, Changhwa) and Southern Taiwan (Kaohsiung, Pingtung).  These
specimens were inoculated to 10-day-old specific pathogen free embryonated chicken
eggs. Both human and pig flu A subtypes were compared frequently during seasonal
months [35].

5. Sentinel Physician Surveillance
    Sentinel physician surveillance in Taiwan has been established to monitor
chickenpox, measles, mumps, rubella and neonatal tetanus since 1990. Upper
respiratory disease sentinel surveillance system was initiated since the 39th week of
l995.  Sentinel physicians were selected according to their past reporting records and
enthusiasm for continuous collaboration. The influenza-like illness (ILI) sentinel
surveillance was initiated since Jan. l999 to predict trends and possible epidemics for
early warning.  The case definition of ILI includes patients with fever ear temperature
over 380C, respiratory symptoms/signs and muscle pain/headache/exhaustion.
Patients with nasal water, tonsillitis and bronchiolits were excluded [36].

6. Human Virologic Surveillance
Nation-wide human influenza virologic surveillance with certain linkage of both

sentinel physician and core laboratory surveillance systems was initiated since Mar.
l999.  Patients attending the medical centers where contract laboratory or sentinel
physicians located or influenza-like illness suspected cases were recruited.
Specimens were inoculated in MDCK cells.  Both immunofluorescence and
himaglutination inhibition tests were used to identify subtypes. Selected strains were
sent to WHO collaborated laboratories or Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
in Atlanta, USA for antigenic studies and confirmation. Such a system involves
virology laboratories distributed in southern (Kaohsiung Medical College in
Kaohsiung, ChengKung University in Tainan), central (ChangHwa Christian Hospital
in Changhwa) and eastern (TzeChi Hospital in HwaLien) and northern (National
Taiwan University Hospital and ChangGun Memorial Hospital in Taipei) Taiwan in
July, l999 [37].
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7. Severe Case Surveillance
Since many infections have similar symptoms/signs as influenza, most

physicians in Taiwan do not like to report.  The passive physician-based surveillance
system had very limited values in timeliness and specificity. The hospital based
severe case surveillance was then replaced since Jan. 2000.

              RESULTS
A. Usage and Strengths of Animal Influenza Surveillance Systems
     The nature of zoonotic disease in influenza A associated with their possible
sources of virulent viruses implies the usage of information obtained from animal
virologic surveillance is crucial [38].

1. Wild Bird Flu Surveillance
    Wild bird surveillance system provides data of flu virus activity, monthly,
geographic and host species distribution of different subtypes of influenza A viruses,
environmental conditions facilitating the prevalence and spreading of certain virulent
flu A subtypes and its possible impact on health of domestic animals and humans.
The influenza A viruses were very active among migrating birds flying to Taiwan
during seasonal months.   The virus activity was strongly associated with the seasonal
movement of migrating wild water ducks. Ten different H and N subtypes, including
H4N2, H4N6, H3N8, H4N8, H10N7, H2N3, H7N1, H1N3, H4N7 and H1N1 were all
isolated [32].  Virulence tests confirmed that none of these viruses were virulent to
chickens.  One area located in the north eastern Taiwan close to a duck raising farm
was further investigated and monitored for their virus activity. H subtypes of newly
isolates from domestic ducks and market surveillance have been communicated and
compared frequently.  Because the peaking months of bird flu virus appeared before
human flu peaking months, the director of Center for Disease Control in Taiwan in
charge of human influenza prevention and control activities was immediately notified
about updated bird flu surveillance data.

2. Domestic Avian Flu Surveillance
The isolation rates varied in different geographic areas.  Ducks in those areas

with potential contact of migrating birds and open raising farm style had the higher
flu A virus isolation rate.  Health education and changing the farming style were then
implemented by teachomg poultry farmers how to avoid contacting with wild birds.
The isolation rates of influenza A virus became decreased since the closed raising
style was widely used.  The sequence data in current gene bank were consisted mostly
the influenza A viruses isolated from European and American avians.  Therefore,
avian flu A gene pools in Asia are urgently required for the best primer design of
revere-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and monitoring dynamic
changes of each viral gene and their possible roles in viral pathogenenesis [33].

3. Market Flu Surveillance
Chinese markets where live chickens or ducks are sold provide the best

environmental conditions promoting the possible contacts and exchanges of the virus
between domestic avians and human populations. Phylogenetic studies on all eight
segments of the influenza A viruses isolated from markets provide best information
not only to analyze the possible pandemic potential due to reassortment of different
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segments of viral genes from different host species but also to elucidate the possible
sources of these viruses by their percentage of sequence homology.  Up to now,  none
of chickens in Taiwan had influenza A virus isolated whereas ducks had the highest
influenza A virus isolation rate.  Nine subtypes were isolated, including H3N1,
H3N2, H3N6, H3N8, H4N1, H4N2, H4N4, H4N6 and H6N1 [34].  Sequence data of
eight segments were compared and analyzed at Dr. Robert Webster’s laboratory for
investigating possible emerged new influenza A viruses. For public health concern,
seroepidemiologic study on the magnitude of infection due to these isolates among
veterinarians, poultry workers and market salesmen were immediately under
investigation.

  Seroepidemiological study among 195 poultry workers and 146 veterinarians
distributed all over Taiwan areas found seronegative antibody responses against H4
and H6 subtypes. Questionnaire data analysis showed that weather, altitude, raising
animal number or species were not the major influential factors of interspecies
transmission.

4. Swine Flu Surveillance
Swine flu surveillance has top priority because Taiwan has the largest swine

population in Asia. Monthly and geographic distributions of swine influenza A
viruses have been monitored.  Although contacts between humans and pigs have been
minimized due to industrialization of pig farms in most countryside areas rather than
backyards of homes for environment hygiene, swine influenza viruses were
frequently isolated. Both H1 and H3 subtypes were isolated with different
predominant sybtypes in different years. The monthly pattern of H subtypes in swine
flu was consistent with those found in human influenza A in the same year in l998-
2000, even the shifting subtypes from H3 to H1. There was no striking geographic
variation of swine flu compared to bird influenza A viruses. Sequence data of H and
N showed the possibility of human flu A gene existed in pigs.  Both
representativeness and specificity of this surveillance will be further improved in
coming years.

B. Improvement of Human Flu Surveillance
Several human influenza surveillance systems were compared.  Both ILI reported

by sentinel physician and laboratory surveillance had the same beginning month to
start to increase.  The laboratory surveillance detected the virus activity at one month
earlier than previous years due to the improvement in integration of taking specimens
from sentinels and increasing the numbers of sentinels.

1. Direct Computer Reporting from Physicians
      Due to the unwillingness of flu reporting by physicians, direct computer reporting

system campaign was initiated in Dec., l999.  Unfortunately, older physicians do not
get used to computer system.  Further improvement is in process.

2. Representative of Sentinel Physician Surveillance System
   The proportion of sentinel physicians was planned to cover 1.5% of total Taiwan
population with its aim at approximately one sentinel physician to serve 750 people.
The minimum sentinel physicians were decided from the population size of each 63
medical care network districts in order to increase its representative.  Because
influenza virus transmits very rapidly via human-to-human in most urban areas,
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Taipei City and County with the highest population density need more surveillance
sites, particularly pediatricians whose patients are living or working close to market or
farm areas.  On the other hand, rural areas with avian or pig farms or wild birds
roosting areas will be considered as potential sites for the sources of newly emerged
influenza virus.   Therefore, we added more surveillances sites not only based on
representative of total population but also considering the sources and rapid
transmission of influenza viruses.

3. Initiating Contract Laboratory Virologic Surveillance System
Virology laboratories in Taiwan mostly found in teaching hospitals so that four

contract virologic laboratories started to operate in Mar., l999 to collect clinical
specimens for isolation of influenza viruses.  For considering geographic distribution
and more countryside areas in the east and central part of Taiwan, two more contract
laboratories with fewer well-trained technical laboratory personnel were added and
supervised since July, l999.  Furthermore, five more virologic laboratories, including
one largest military hospital in Taipei and two more hospitals, distributed in central
and southern Taiwan with patients visited from rural areas, have been invited to
increase the sensitivity of virologic surveillance. Data were collected each week for
rapid feedback data analysis. The highest isolation rates of influenza viruses were
found in the core laboratory, which collected more clinical samples from several local
clinics and had pediatricians with virologic training, than other virologic sentinel
sites.  The reasons include better connection with local physician and trained
enthusiastic pediatricians who pay very much attention on viral diseases. Detail
analysis found that most district and community hospitals where patients may have
more exposures to farm animals might not be detected by current human virologic
surveillance.  The more comprehensive information of current circulating strains with
geographic representative will provide the best decision to select the virus strains for
immunization program. The 1999-2000 major human influenza virus strains in
Taiwan were  less A/H3N2:A/Sydney/05/97-like strains and appearance of
A/Moscow/10/99-like isolates, A/H1N1/New Caledonia/20/99-like strain and
B/Beijing/184/93-like strain.

4. Clinical Severe Case Surveillance
To avoid possible chaos due to emergence of pandemic strains, clinical severe

case surveillance system has been established since Jan. 2000.  Epidemiologic
investigation will be followed if clustering of cases in place or time occurs or unusual
epidemiologic characteristics appear.

C. Integration of Animal and Human Flu Surveillance Systems
1. Regular Scientific exchanges

After consulting with Dr. Nancy Cox at the Centers of Disease Control and
Prevention at Atlanta, Georgia, USA, We started to have regular scientific exchanges
meeting each month during seasonal months since the first meeting was held at the
Institute of Epidemiology, National Taiwan University in Dec. l999.  Data of each
surveillance system were orally presented and discussed for public health actions and
future research.  Suggestions and future collaborative efforts were discussed with
consensus.

2. Integrated Study Design
        Collaborative research projects were initiated in Dec. l999 with more integration of
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study sites, selection of study populations and data analysis of different surveillance
systems.   In addition, both virologic isolation and seroepidemiologic investigation are
also complement each other to understand the magnitude of infection and spreading of
a particular new subtype of the influeanza A virus.

D. Epidemiologic Trends of Human Flu Virologic Surveilance at the
National Taiwan University Hospital

The virological surveillance data at NTU Hospital showed that the predominant
influenza season was winter to spring, though influenza isolates were found in late
summer or autumn. Both NTU Hospital and national virologic surveilalnce systems
can detect the activities of influenza virus even during the summer time (Fig.1).
Although H3N2 and H1N1 were co-circulating in recent years in Taiwan, different
serotypes of the virus were dominant in different years. Comparing the age
distribution of influenza A and B patients under 10 years old, we found that influenza
A patients were significantly younger than influenza B patients (p<0.01).  Age
distribution of different serotypes also varies indicating the different selective
pressure may exist among H3N2 versus H1N1 (Fig. 2).

                   DISCUSSION
Influenza A viruses with continuous evolution result in antigenic drift and shit in

humans, pigs and horses.  Both pigs and aquatic birds provide all the genetic diversity
required for the emergence of pandemic influenza viruses for humans [38].
Therefore, a network of surveillance, which integrates both human and animal
surveillance systems by considering: sources of new emergent influenza virus strains,
intermediate hosts along the chains of transmission, inter-species transmission to
other animals and mild and severe human cases, is crucial in public health.  Once such
surveillance systems are established in a systematic approach, better timely
prevention strategies for future pandemics of influenza A in humans become feasible
[39,40].  The timeliness of reporting, representative, sensitivity, specificity, flexibility,
simplicity, feed-back responses, effectiveness of coordination and the ability to detect
unusual events and outbreaks in each surveillance system for such an etiologic agent
with pandemic potential and fast transmissibility need further careful evaluation each
year.

The simplest surveillance system definitely gains more collaboration in data
collection, efficient operation, and fast distribution of key messages for effective
prevention and control. The routine operation of surveillance must consider: (1)
number and type of reporting channels and sources, (2) efficient method(s) of
transmitting reporting data and relevant information, and (3) amount and type of
information necessary to establish clinical and laboratory diagnosis.  Although active
surveillance is better than passive surveillance in timeliness, it is too time consuming.
Therefore, continuous evaluation on process of surveillance is necessary, such as date
onset of illness, time delay in seeking medical help, whether or not appropriate
specimens collected, conditions for fast reporting, the earliest timing of possible
prevention and control actions and dead corners of reporting process. We have found
that biweekly meetings are very helpful to facilitate changes and improvements in
different flu surveillance systems. In addition, other surveillance systems such as
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emergency room surveillance, ICU surveillance, school students’ absenteeism, work
absenteeism and drug usage may also function at different levels of health needs and
complement the weakness of sensitivity in current available surveillance systems in
Taiwan.

Future efforts in improving our influenza surveillance will include: (1) to apply
rapid viral diagnosis tests to surveillance, particularly those rural, suburban and
isolated islets where more animal-human contacts are possible [41], (2) to search for
molecular evolution of H3 and H1 viruses in both humans and animals by
phylogenetic analysis of all 8 segments of viral genes [42], (3) to establish gene pool
data base in different parts of Taiwan by linking epidemiologic findings and public
health policy for better decision-making, and (4) to integrate our surveillance from
study design, selection of sentinels, study sites and populations to data analysis.
Those areas where more virulent or diverse subtypes of influenza A virus are isolated
from both wild waterfowls, chickens, ducks and pigs, more pediatric sentinel
physicians will be added to monitor the subsequent virus activities in both humans,
domestic avians and pigs.  We believe international collaboration on flu surveillance
among Asian countries and areas, particularly Hong Kong, Taiwan and China, will
contribute more understandings to avoid future pandemics [40].

                 LIGENDS OF FIGURES

Fig 1. Seasonal trend of influenza A and B isolates obtained from National Taiwan
     University Hospital, Jan. l998 - May 2000.

Fig. 2. Age distribution of influenza A and B patients at National Taiwan University
     Hospital, Jan. 1998-May 2000.
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